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Abstract 

The purpose of this work 1s to fabricate and characterize Ag/AgCl 
electrodes made on a s&con chip at the wafer level with mtegrated clrcmt- 
compatible fabrication techmques Such electrodes are useful as reference 
electrodes m several kinds of chemical sensors Two types of electrode were 
mvestlgated The first type uses an evaporated AgCl layer that 1s patterned 
with lift-off photohthography The second type 1s formed by exposing a 
selected part of the silver substrate to a KCr03C1 solution Both types of 
electrode give the thermodynamically expected potential response to varla- 
tions of Cl- ion concentration The potential generated by the KCrO&l- 
formed electrodes was more stable, however Auger electron spectroscopy 
depth profiles indicate that lmmerslon m a KCrO&l solution produces a 
thin layer of AgCl on top of a layer of AgO The low electronic resistance of 
AgO then reduces the measured series resistance of the KCrO&l-formed 
electrodes Impedance plane plots and the impedance as a function of 
frequency were measured for both types of electrode, and the impedance of 
the evaporated AgCl electrodes was indeed considerably higher The unped- 
ante measurements could be successfully modelled by assummg a Randles 
equivalent clrcult for the AgCl/electrolyte interface For the KCrO,Cl- 
formed electrodes, the impedance was modified by the porosity these 
electrodes manifested 

1. Introduction 

Work on chemical sensors usmg integrated clrcult fabrlcatlon techniques 
has mamly focused on the development of ion-sensltlve field-effect transls- 
tors (ISFETs) sensltlve to ions such as H+, Na+, K+ and Ca++ [l - 41 Much 
less attention has been paid to the necessity of mcorporatmg a reference 
electrode on the sensing chip in order to exploit fully the advantages of 
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ruggedness and small size for the complete system Harame was the first 
to mcorporate an Ag/AgCl structure on the same chip as an ISFET [5] 
Recently, Smith and Scott [6] have presented an on-chip Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode with a reference electrolyte A bare Ag/AgCl electrode 1s sensltlve to 
Cl- ions, and IS not a generally applicable reference electrode In spite of 
this, it 1s clear that the first step towards a batch fabricated on-chip reference 
electrode will be the deposltlon of an AgjAgCl structure on the chip We will 
concentrate m this paper on the best fabrlcatlon technology for such elec- 
trodes In various sensmg apphcatlons, a bare Ag/AgCl electrode 1s sufficient 
for the sensor operation, as for example m 

(a) The anode m a mlcromachmed Clark cell for the polarographlc 
determination of oxygen [7] A Clark cell on a slhcon substrate has been 
described by Slu and Cobbold [8] and Engels and Kuypers [9] 

(b) The reference electrode m a mlcromachmed Severmghaus electrode 
for the determmatlon of dissolved carbon dioxide Such an electrode IS now 
being developed m our laboratory, based on an ISFET with an added COZ- 
permeable membrane 

(c) The reference electrode for a differential ISFET/REFET pair, as 
mtroduced by Tahara [lo] In this case the ISFET 1s pH-sensltlve while the 
REFET 1s made pH-msensltlve by a polymer coating on the morganlc gate 
The reference electrode potential IS then a common mode signal for the 
measurement electromcs Since it 1s dlfflcult to obtain a high common mode 
rejection due to the bad matching of the two transistors, it 1s desirable to 
have a stable electrode such as Ag/AgCl rather than the platinum used m 
ref 10 

(d) A quasi-reference electrode for a smgle ISFET m cases where the 
Cl- concentration does not vary slgnlflcantly, as suggested by Harame [ 51 

We will report here on the properties of on-chip Ag/AgCl electrodes 
fabncated w&h integrated clrcult-compatible technologies, z e , techniques 
which form all the electrodes on a whole slllcon wafer wmultaneously, 
before the mdlvldual chips are scribed, mounted and encapsulated This 
excludes the usual electrolytic formation of these electrodes, which must be 
done after encapsulation, although we have made some electrodes of this 
type for comparison Two wafer-scale fabrication methods were investigated 
(a) evaporation of sliver followed by evaporation of AgCl, (b) evaporation of 
silver and electroless plating of AgCl using a KCQCl solution 

2 Fabncatlon procedure 

All fabncatlon was carried out on an oxidized s&con substrate This 
substrate does not play an active role U-I the subsequent steps, we have 
chosen it because of Its convenience, and to retam compatlblhty with 
mtegrated clrcult chemical sensors such as ISFETs 

The first step m device fabncatlon was the deposltlon and patternmg of 
a silver layer To obtain adhesion of this layer on the S102 substrate, a thm 
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pnmer layer of titanium was used Typical thicknesses were 15 nm of Tl and 
400 to 1000 nm of Ag Patterning was done with posltlve photolithography, 
the silver being etched with Fem(N03), and the t&mum with 1 25 HF/H,O 
To avoid destroying the silver layer, the resist was stripped with bollmg 
acetone 

Next, a permanent protection layer was deposited and patterned The 
purpose of this protection layer is twofold First, to avoid contact of the 
sllver/tltanmm sandwich with an electrolyte, which would cause corrosion of 
the tltanmm due to the electrolytic cell Ag/electrolyte/Tl, all the edges of 
the metal sandwich are protected Secondly, the Ag/Tl paths between the 
bonding pads and the final surface to be chlorlded are permanently pro- 
tected This makes the final epoxy encapsulation of the bond wves during 
the mounting of the chip less cntlcal, and always leaves an exactly defined 
electrode surface m contact with the liquid to be measured Figure 1 shows a 
cross-sectional drawmg of the electrodes m this study The area of all types 
of electrodes was 1 mm2 

, Temporary layer 

Permanent protection layer 

SUBSTRATE 

Fig 1 Cross-sectlonal representation of the Ag/AgCl electrodes fabricated In this work 

For most of the samples, the protection layer was Hunt number 3 
negative resist, postbaked at 130 “C for 40 minutes A disadvantage of this 
material, however, was its tendency to swell during the chlorobenzene dip 
required for the subsequent lift-off (see below) Therefore, we also tried 
CVD-deposited SIOz and polylmlde as protection layers Polylmlde appears 
to have the most suitable properties for this apphcatlon 

For the next step, formation of AgCl, two posslblhtles were tried 
(a) First, AgCl was evaporated at a pressure of lop5 Torr Deposltlon of 

silver halides m this way has been reported by various authors [ll - 131 
Lift-off photolithography was required to pattern the AgCl, and to avoid 
chemical etching and the posslblllty of decomposmg the AgCl by the u v 
light involved m photolithography An overhang was created m the Shipley 
AZ1450J photoreslst with a chlorobenzene dip, as reported by Hatzakls 
et al [14] This method of deposing AgCl has the advantage that the silver 
layer mltlally present should not be consumed The thickness of the evapo- 
rated layer was estimated by weighing, and was typically found to be 200 to 
400 nm The lift-off was carried out by dlssolvmg the resist m acetone 

(b) The second posslblllty consIsted of dipping the wafer m a 8 g/litre 
solution of KCrO,Cl for 2 to 3 mmutes [ 15] This substance was synthesized 
by the reaction of KzCr20, with HCl [ 161, and further purified by recrystal- 
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llzatlon Only freshly prepared solutions of KCrO&l were used Photoreslst 
was deposited and patterned to protect those regions of silver that were not 
to be converted The advantage of this method of chlorldlzmg silver is that 
the reaction proceeds at a relatively slow rate, which 1s easy to control 
Determined by weight mcrease, we estimate that the silver chloride is formed 
at a rate of about 100 nm/mmute About half the silver layer orlgmally 
present was transformed, which leads to chloride layers a200 nm thick 

To avoid damaging the AgCl layer by the vapours produced durmg the 
curing of the epoxy encapsulant, the AgCl regions were temporarily covered 
with posltlve photoreslst The last steps of the fabrication procedure con- 
sisted of scribing the wafer, mounting the die on ceramic carriers, bonding 
and encapsulation with epoxy Before testing, the protection layer on the 
AgCl was removed with acetone 

3 Testmg procedures 

The followmg measurements were carried out on the encapsulated 
electrodes 

(a) Cell potential measurements were made relative to a standard 
reference electrode, m particular with respect to the response to Cl- con- 
centration, stability of the potential and the temperature coefficient Tem- 
perature response was measured by slowly varying the temperature of 
the electrolyte, while the standard reference electrode was kept at room 
temperature 

(b) Complex plane impedance measurements as a function of frequency 
were carried out using a Schlumberger Solartron 1170 Frequency Response 
Analyser and a 1186 Electrochemical Interface A standard Ag/AgCl elec- 
trode was used as the reference electrode, and a large-area Pt electrode as the 
counter-electrode The electrolyte was 1M KCl, m a nitrogen or oxygen 
ambient The evolution of the total impedance with time for some electrodes 
was measured with a lock-m amphfler All measurements were at room 
temperature 

(c) The structure of the electrodes was respected m a scanning electron 
microscope 

(d) Auger depth composltlon profiles were carried out on a Physlcal 
Electronics 545A system, with a type 04-191 5 keV rastered ion sputter gun 
to ensure uniform sputtering 

4. Results 

4 1 Poten teal measurements 
We measured the potential versus Cl- concentration at 25 “C of a total 

of 60 electrodes of the evaporated type and of the KCrO&l type, and also 
mcludmg some conventional electrolytically formed electrodes with the 
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same surface area The sensltlvlty to Cl- ions was 56 + 3 mV per decade of 
concentration for all electrode types No differences m the potentlometrlc 
response to chlorme ions were observed between the two types of electrodes 
In addition, the temperature dependence of the electrode potential agrees 
with theoretical expectations, independent of the type of electrode Typical 
values of dV/dT are shown m Table 1 Concerning stability, however, we 
observed a marked difference between the evaporated and the KCrO&l- 
formed type of electrode, as shown m Fig 2 Both electrode types show 
some mltlal drift, but the long-term stability of the KG-O&l-formed elec- 
trode IS far better 

TABLE 1 

Measured temperature dependence of the potential of an evaporated AgCl electrode as a 
function of KC1 concentration 

Concentration KC1 Measured 

(mol) dVJdT (mV/“C) 
TheoretIcal 
dV/dT (mV/“C) 

10-S 0 87 - 

10-2 0 56 0 61 
10-l 0 33 0 43 
100 0 17 0 25 
saturated -0 14 -0 14 
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Fig 2 Potential as a function of trme after fwst exposure to the electrolyte (1M KC1 + 
AgCl) of both types of electrode Curve A evaporated AgCl electrode Curve B KCrO&l- 
formed AgCl electrode 
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4 2 Impedance measurements 
Because some time evolution of the unpedance of evaporated AgCl 

electrodes was observed, Fig 3 shows Impedance plots after 30 mmutes and 
after XX hours at frequencies from 1 Hz to 10 kHz The evolution of the 
impedance was further studied by measuring the magnitude of the lmped- 
ante at 200 Hz as a function of time for a number of devices Figure 4 
mdlcates that for evaporated AgCl electrodes stablhty was achieved after 
about SE hours The general shape of the impedance plot m the complex 
plane did not change appreciably, the evolution conslsted of a reduction of 
the impedance amplitude at all frequencies Replacing the nitrogen ambient 
by oxygen produced no slgnlflcant change m the impedance plot or m the 
electrode potential, the same was true for the presence or absence of light 
The Impedance plane plot and the impedance as a function of frequency 
after stability 1s achieved can be seen m Fig 5 The impedances involved are 
defmltely higher than those obtained with ordinary electrolytic Ag/AgCl 
electrodes 

60 

64 
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I 

I I I I 

I 16 32 48 64 

- 2 Real [k fI] 

Fig 3 Evolution m time of the nnpedance plane plot of the evaporated AgCl electrode 
Curve A after 30 mmutes’ exposure to 1M KC1 Curve B after 6 hours’ exposure The 
solld lines are the theoretical curves calculated w&h the Randles equivalent clrcult of 
Fig 10 The parameters are, for curve A CDL = 8 0 X 10e5 F/cm2, 8 = 750 a cm2, 0 = 
1450 fi cm2 s-1/2 and R, = 25 fi cm2 For curve B CDL = 8 3 X 10e5 F/cm2, 8 = 460 i-2 
cm2, u = 830 n cm2 sP112 and Rs = I.5 a cm2 
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Fig 4 Change of the absolute value of the Impedance 121 at 200 Hz after the fwst expo- 
sure to the electrolyte Curve A evaporated AgCl electrode Curve B KCrO$Zl-formed 
AgCl electrode 

Electrodes made with KC!rO&l behaved quite differently The Imped- 
ance was much lower than for the evaporated types, and drifted considerably 
more, as shown m Fig 4 This Figure shows a rather abrupt n-&al change, 
followed by stable behavlour The impedance plane plot and the impedance 
as a function of frequency after the mltlal condltlonmg are shown m Fig 6 
This impedance plane plot looks much like the one expected for Ag/AgCl 
electrodes, with a Warburg line at low frequencies However, for our eIec- 
trodes the slope of this lme 1s 20”, which 1s nearly half the 45” expected 
Such halving of the phase angle 1s known to be associated with highly porous 
electrodes [ 17 ] 

4 3 SEMptctures 
SEM pictures of the surface of both types of electrodes are shown m 

Figs 7(a) and (b) In both cases, a slmllar type of granular structure IS 
observed, although for the evaporated AgCl it occurs on a finer scale The 
rough surface of the KCrO&l-fabncated sample suggests that the bulk of the 
film could also be porous to some extent, m agreement with the phase angle 
halving observed m Fig 6(a) 

4 4 AES depth profiles 
An Auger electron spectrum of the surface and a depth profile of an 

evaporated AgCl electrode are shown m Figs 8(a) and (b) The most remark- 
able feature of this profile IS that nowhere does the AgCl layer seem to have 
a constant composltlon Instead there 1s an almost linear variation of the 
chlorine signal from the surface to the sliver substrate The mterface between 
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Ftg 5 (a) Impedance plane plot (dots) of the evaporated AgCl electrode after the mltial 
condltlonmg period (b) Impedance as a function of frequency for the same measurement 
(dots) The theoretical. curves (solid lmes) are according to calculations based on the Randles 
equwalent clrcwt (Fig 10) and have the same parameter values as curve B In Fig 3 
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Fig 6 (a) and (b), same plots as given m Fig 5, but now for a KCrO&l-formed AgCl 
electrode The parameter values for the theoretlcal curve are dlscussed m the text 
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Ag and AgCl IS marked by a more rapid change of the chlorme concentra- 
tion From the surface spectrum and the sensltlvlty values reported m the 
AES handbook [18] it follows that the apparent composltlon at the surface 
1s AgClo 45, a conslderable devlatlon from stolchlometry The same measure- 
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electrolytically-formed AgCl layer ylelded very 

Electrodes fabricated with a KCrO,Cl dip have very different AES 
depth profiles, as can be seen m Figs 9(a) and (b) Although the surface 
spectrum shows hardly any oxygen and IS very slmllar to the spectrum for 
evaporated AgCl shown above, sputtering shows that this oxygen-free 
surface layer IS very thin, and 1s followed by a layer whrch IS mamly silver 
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Fig 8 AES analysis of the evaporated AgCl electrode, with a primary electron energy of 
3 keV (a) Surface spectrum before sputtermg (b) Depth proflle obtamed by sputtering 

oxide Apphcatlon of the AES handbook [18] sensltwlty values gives a 
layer composltlon of AgOI ,&l, 22 Therefore, the silver oxide of this mter- 
nal layer 1s slmllar m composltlon to the stolchlometrlc oxide AgO Similar 
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Fig 9 AES analysis of the KCrO&!l-formed AgCl electrode, with a primary electron 
energy of 3 keV (a) Surface spectrum before sputtering (b) Depth profile obtained by 
sputtermg 

profiles were found for silver strips immersed m KCrO&I The formation of 
a thm layer of silver chloride on top of a thicker layer of AgO 1s therefore 
typical for the action of KCrO&l on silver 
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5 Dlscussmn 

5 1 Potential measurements 
The accuracy and reproduclblhty of the potential produced by both 

types of electrodes was slml1a.r to that of the classical electrolytic electrodes 
we produced with the same geometry, and agreed with the thermodynamic 
prediction We did not apply long agmg treatments such as those described 
m ref 19 for electrolytic electrodes, which improve the accuracy of the 
potential consIderably Longer aging of our electrodes would probably 
increase the reproduclblllty of their potential m a similar fashion 

5 2 Interpretation of the AES profiles 
The structure of the evaporated electrodes 1s more comphcated than 

would be expected from a simple deposltlon of stolchlometmc AgCl on top 
of silver The AgCl probably dlssoclates on evaporation, as indicated by the 
silver residue we observed m the crucible at the end of the evaporation The 
volatlhty of the halogen, leadmg to some excess silver m evaporated silver 
halide hlms, was noted by Baetzold [ 131 Thus, we expect that the dlssocla- 
tlon of silver chloride upon vaporlzatlon will produce some chlorine, which 
will react rapidly with the substrate metal and produce metal chlonde Silver 
halide evaporation should therefore produce films that are slmllar to those 
formed by controlled exposure of sliver to a halogen, as was done for AgI by 
Peverelh and van Leeuwen [20] The reactlon occurrmg during evaporation 
was clearly demonstrated by the experiments of Von Bacho et al [ 121, who 
evaporated sliver halides on various substrate metals They found, for m- 
stance, that the surface of an AgBr film evaporated on a copper substrate 1s 
richer m copper than m silver, which shows that the mechamsm of film 
formation involves the reaction of the halide with the substrate metal 

It would be desirable to obtain more mformatlon about the nature of 
the Ag/AgCl interface m our films through the Auger profiles The problem 
m the interpretation of these measurements 1s the tendency of silver halides 
to dlssoclate as a result of electron or ion bombardment The chlorine 
formed by dlssoclatlon then desorbs, leaving a surface enrlched m sliver This 
effect occurs as a result of the pnmary electron beam, and explams the 
lack of stolchlometry as observed m the surface Auger spectra, before any 
sputtermg Very few Auger spectra of silver halide films have been published, 
Baetzold’s results on AgBr films [21] show this artefact even more strongly 
than ours Benz et al [22] have also reported the dlssoclatlon of silver 
hahdes bombarded with 40 keV electrons, at beam current densities of 
1 6 X lop5 A/cm* On alkah halides the electron-induced dlssoclatlon and 
desorptlon of the halogen have been studied much more extensively [23, 
241 The apparent non-stolchlometry we see m our samples can be explamed 
by these effects, and there 1s no reason to assume that these AgCl surfaces 
are not stolchlometrlc In summary, the quantltatlve mterpretatlon of AES 
spectra of silver halides 1s made very difficult by the electron-induced 
dlssoclatlon and desorptlon which occur Although the evidence m the 
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hterature 1s less clear about the effect of ion bombardment on the AgCl 
surface, Baetzold [21] has observed the decrease m the halogen Auger signal 
as sputtering progresses He attributed the effect to dlfferentlal sputtering 
Such a decrease IS also evident m the profile of Fig 8(b) It 1s probable that 
the decrease m the Cl signal 1s due to either electron-induced dlssoclatlon 
and desorptlon, or dlfferentlal sputtermg, or a combmatlon of both 

The mam value of the AES profiles 1s to reveal the difference between 
the two types of electrodes studled here, and m particular to show that the 
KCrOQformed electrodes have an intermediate layer, which 1s a murture 
of silver oxide and silver chlonde The surface AgCl layer IS very thm, of the 
order of 20% of the total film thickness The composltlon of the silver 
oxide IS close to AgO, assummg that there 1s no strong electron-mduced 
dlssoclatlon effect m this layer The Auger signals remam relatively constant 
while sputtering through this layer, which mdlcates that it IS less unstable 
than AgCl The presence of silver oxide 1s probably due to the oxrdlzmg 
action of the chromate ions released by the decomposltlon of the chloro- 
chromate ions mto chlorme and chromate ions 

From the previous arguments, it 1s to be expected that the Cl signal m 
an AES profile will not correspond to the actual chlorine content, but that 
the Ag signal will be reliable The presence of a sharp Ag/AgCl interface 
would therefore manifest Itself by a sudden transition m the Ag signal No 
such sharp transition 1s observed m any of the electrodes, although it 1s more 
marked for the KCrO&l-formed electrode, as shown m Fig 9(b) This tends 
to support the idea that the electrodes fabncated by both methods presented 
here have no sharp Ag/AgCl interface 

5 3 Interpret&son of the arnpedance plots 
To interpret the impedance results, a model of the Ag/AgCl electrode 1s 

required There 1s little literature avsulable on the internal structure of the 
Ag/AgCl electrode, but the Ag/AgI system has been studied m detail by 
Peverelh and van Leeuwen [25] Their equivalent clrcult consists of two 
mterfaclal impedances for each of the interfaces, bndged by a geometrical 
capacitance, which 1s negligible It IS shown m ref 25 that the impedance of 
the Ag/AgI Interface 1s lower than the impedance of the AgI/electrolyte 
mterface Smce there are mdlcatlons that the Ag/AgCl interface 1s not sharp 
anyway, we will neglect the complex part of Its Impedance and assume that 
the electrode impedance depends mamly on the AgCl/electrolyte interface 
This has the further advantage of avoldmg comphcatlons caused by the 
complex internal structure of the KCrO$l-fabmcated electrodes 

According to Peverelh and van Leeuwen [20], the impedance of the 
AgI/electrolyte interface 1s given by a Randles equivalent circuit (Fig 10) 
We ~111 assume the same 1s true for the AgCl/electrolyte mterface, implying 
that the AgCl/electrolyte impedance ZEL 1s given by the double layer capacl- 
tance CDL m parallel with a Faradac impedance of 

Z* = 8 + (1 -J)ow-1’2 (1) 
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Fig 10 The Randles equivalent cxrcult used to Interpret the Impedance behavlour of the 
electrodes 

where u is the coefficient of the Warburg impedance, and 8 1s the charge 
transfer resistance given by 

RT 
(j=_ 

Fkl 
(21 

and z. 1s the exchange current density of the charge transfer reactIon, which 
1s assumed to involve one electron In series with the mterfaclal impedance 1s 
the resistance Rs, which 1s the sum of the resistance of the electrolyte, the 
silver substrate, and all internal layers and interfaces Thus, the total mea- 
sured impedance 1s aven by 

Z=Rs+ZEL=RS+ 
8 + (1 - J)OW-’ ‘* 

1 + JOCD~[~ + (1 - J)OO-“*I 
(3) 

The equivalent clrcult of Fig 10 will first be used to interpret the 
impedance measurements obtamed with the evaporated Ag/AgCl electrode 
The theoretical complex impedance plane plot, and the impedance versus 
frequency plot obtamed from the equivalent circuit, can be found m Figs 
5(a) and (b), together with the expemmental data The agreement with 
measurement 1s very good m the low-frequency region, up to about 100 Hz 
At higher frequencies, the experimental curve approaches the real axis at 
an angle of 65” instead of the 90” expected on the basis of the Randles 
equivalent circuit This reduction of phase angle could be due to the porosity 
or roughness of the electrode, which IS visible on Fig 7(a), begmnmg to 
manifest itself at those frequencies The values of CDL, 13 and 0 were ob- 
tamed as follows In the complex impedance plane plot, 8 follows directly 
from the curvature of the circular part of the plot The pomt at which the 
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Warburg impedance starts to affect the curve depends on e2CDL, which 1s 
determined by flttmg the experlmental curve Finally, fitting the theoretical 
plot of 121 versus frequency to the experxmental results yields the mdlvldual 
values of 0 and CnL The values found m the 1M KC1 solution were CDL = 
8 3 X 10P5 F/cm2, 8 = 460 G? cm2, and (T = 830 a cm2 s-l’2 We have not 
applied any correction to these values to take account of the difference 
between real and apparent surface area, which should be borne m mmd when 
comparing our results to those m ref 25, where a correction factor of 1 5 1s 
applied 

The series resistance times unit area Rs 1s found to be about 15 a cm*, 
and 1s probably mostly due to the high electronic resistance of the AgCl 
layer The bulk reslstlvlty of thm evaporated AgCl films has been measured 
by Baetzold [ 131, for the (111) onentatlon at room temperature his result 1s 
10’ G? cm A slmllar value for amorphous thm films 1s cited by Janz [19] 
Since the thickness of our evaporated AgCl films 1s of the order of 300 nm, 
a series resistance of 300 iY? cm2 would be expected In fact, the observed 
resistance is more than an order of magmtude smaller This phenomenon is 
well known for electrolytic AgCl electrodes, where a discrepancy of a factor 
of 10 to 100 1s seen [19] V~IYOUS explanations for this, mcludmg porosity, 
have been advanced Another posslblhty 1s that the AgCl layers mvolved here 
have sufficient silver to increase their conductlvlty appreciably 

The Impedance plane plot of the KCrO$l-formed electrode is quite 
different, and it can be seen that the phase angle 1s approximately halved 
compared to the previous electrodes This suggests the presence of porosity 
According to de Levee [17], the Impedance of an electrode with sufflclently 
long and narrow pores 1s gven by 

(4) 

The proportlonahty constant a depends on the pore size dlstrlbutlon and on 
the reslstlvlty of the electrolyte solution, and ZEL 1s the impedance per umt 
of true area of the AgCl/electrolyte interface This expression assumes pores 
that are much narrower than they are deep Since the thickness of the AgCl 
layer for these electrodes 1s only about 200 nm, the pores must have dlmen- 
slons smaller than 20 nm As before, the total measured Impedance 1s given 

by 

Z=Zp+Rs (5) 

Figures 6(a) and (b) show how theoretical curves generated by eqns (4) and 
(5) fit the experimental data The ht 1s excellent for the semlclrcular region 
of the impedance plane, but the slope of the Warburg line IS somewhat less 
than the 22 5” expected from the theory for a perfectly porous electrode It 
1s therefore clear that at low frequencies this theory does not entuely apply 
The theoretical parameters are determined by the same procedure as de- 
scribed above, with one difference with the addltlon of the extra parameter 
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a there IS redundancy m the parameter set, and values of 8, u, and CDL can be 
determined for each a If one chooses to force the double layer capacitance 
to be the same as for the evaporated AgCl electrode, then the other param- 
eters for a 1M KC1 solution are 0 = 1 4’7 52 cm2, and u = 20 5 sl cm2 S-I/~ 
These values do not have much absolute meaning, but they do indicate that 
relative to the double layer capacitance, the charge transfer resistance IS 
much lower m this case A possible explanation for this 1s the presence of 
surface texture on a much finer scale than can be imaged with a SEM As 
Peverelh and van Leeuwen have argued [20], if there IS surface roughness on 
a scale smaller than the double layer dlmenslons, then the double layer 
capacitance does not change but the effective area for the charge transfer 
reaction increases This again suggests the presence of roughness or pores on 
a distance scale of the order of nanometers 

The series resistance m this case 1s about 0 045 a cm*, which 1s much 
lower than for the evaporated electrodes This can be explamed by assummg 
that the internal layer 1s indeed mamly AgO, as the Auger profile indicates, 
since AgO IS a good electronic conductor 

The u-ntlal evolution of the impedance 1s another mdlcatlon of the 
porosity of the KCrO&l-formed electrodes The considerable decrease of the 
impedance dunng the first hour of exposure to an electrolyte shows an 
increase of surface area This can be interpreted as a filling of the small pores 
present after the KCrO,Cl treatment 

6. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that both methods of electrode fabncatlon yield 
electrodes with the expected potential m chlonde solutions However, it IS 
also clear that the KCrO,Cl-formed electrodes have the followmg advantages 

(a) The electrode potential 1s more stable and reaches stability faster, 
making more precise measurements possible 

(b) Low series impedance due to the highly conductive AgO layer, and 
low total impedance due to a high effective surface area 

(c) Ease of fabncatlon, all that 1s requrred 1s a dip of the encapsulated 
electrode m the KCrO,Cl solution 

These advantages mean that the K&0$3fabricated electrodes are the 
most suitable candidates for the apphcatlons listed above A possible dls- 
advantage 1s the thinness of the AgCl layer of these electrodes, which might 
make them more vulnerable to the electrolytic dlssoclatlon of the AgCl layer 
due to the passage of current 

The understanding of the internal functlonmg of all these Ag/AgC1 
electrodes 1s still mcomplete We have found that a first order approach to 
understanding the electrode impedance yields reasonably good results, but 
the explanation 1s not perfect Especially for the KCrOQfabrlcated elec- 
trodes, the internal structure 1s complex, and it would be dlfflcult to take 
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account of it m a satisfactory way More Impedance measurements m a wider 
range of condltlons would be required to elucidate these points 
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